NYU MRSEC REU Y2015: NYU MRSEC 1420073

• Y2015 MRSEC REU: 20 Participants

• Two faculty-student teams from University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras (Professors Vilmali Lopez-Mejias and Torsten Selzer), cementing permanent contacts

• Magnet for other programs: Students from the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm sponsored by the Committee for Chemical U.S. Travel (CHUST)

• NYU Collegiate Science and Technology Entry Program (CSTEP), supported by New York State

• Hosted first student from the Brazilian Scientific Mobility Program (BSMP), a program funded by the Brazilian government to provide scholarships to Brazilian STEM students for study abroad

• Research, professional development and special topics workshops, visits to startup companies (Spheryx, see lower right), mentoring.